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Clean Energy 
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Warm-up Questions 
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CD Has your view of nuclear power generation changed since the Fukushima nuclear disaster? 

Why? I Why not? 

® Would you change anything about your lifestyle if electr icit y pr ices doubled? 

Why? I Why not? 
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Case 

New safety laws on nuclear 
plants go into effect 

B ased on the harsh lessons learned from the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident, 

new safety standards for reactors came into effect on July 8, 2013. They were 

set by the Nuclear Regulation Authority (NRA), whose chairman called them the 

strictest in the world. From that day on, power companies must apply for NRA safety 

inspections before they are permitted to reactivate their offline reactors. Unlike 

previous guidelines, the new safety standards are legally binding, meaning that if 

reactors fail to meet the standards, they cannot resume operations. 

Under the new regulations, power companies must wor~ out effective measures 

to deal with catastrophic accidents. Such measures include building new defenses 

that will protect individual power plants from the largest possible tsunami, installing 

filtered vents to help remove radioactive substances, and setting up remote secondary 

control rooms so that plants can be safely shut down in case of emergency. They 

also need to examine the ground under their plants carefully for the presence of 

earthquake faults. The chairman of the regulation committee said that the NRA will 

reject any political pressure and carry out the screening in a transparent manner. 

I Notes ] 0 go into effect }j1gi'J~tl-@ 0 come into effect. }j1g1'J~n~ 0 offline ~11: L..:rL '~ 
0 legally binding ~~~k.H<:tfi.J5R:tJO)di)~ 0 filtered vent 7-1 Jv?z-1\.t ~O).I'\/ 1-- G~~GU 
0 radioactive substance tbMtt!#ll~ 
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CD involving or causing a sudden terrible disaster 

@ easy to understand 

® a large crack or break in the layers of rock that form the earth's surface 

® to set in place, fix 

® to start again 
• 

® systematic testing or assessment 

a. cata$trophic 

d. resume 

b. install 

e. screening 

c. fault 

f. transparent 
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Clean Energy or Potential Threat? 

Read On The pros and cons of restoring nuclear power generation 

~~~7?.77~~JJ.- &>t:O)rp,~mt~~;;tfc!::~(, '0 

- a*&;:a,t9JJ.=f1JH•~-=>" '"t' 

Japan has been using nuclear power generation since 1966, when the first commercial 

operation started. After the oil shock in 1973, nuclear energy had been given a national 

strategic <D priority despite the fact that Japan is an earthquake-prone country. Prior to 

the Fukushima accident, the country's 50 main reactors generated about one-third of 

its electricity which was expected to increase further. Since the tragedy, however, the 

number of operating reactors has been ® steadily decreasing. With heated debate over 

future energy policies, Japan has to find a way to maintain a stable energy supply. 

[ Notes I 0 strategic li!i!Bg891J: 0 earthquake-prone fl!!gtlc:::d6L '~9L' 

CD a. concern 

@ a. fully 

b. idea 

b. intensely 

c. precedence 

c. constantly 

d. popularity 

d. slowly 

Nuclear power generation has several advantages ove r other types of power 

generation. Firstly, it is clean in that it does not release COz or other gases that pollute 

the air. Secondly, it is highly efficient and cost-effective. Nuclear power generation using 

a gram of uranium 235 can generate power equivalent to thermal power generation using 

three tons of coal. The average price of uranium per gram is about 8.5 yen, while that of 

three tons of coal is about 26,500 yen. Thirdly, it promises a certain amount of energy 

security which can be seen in stable prices of uranium imports from Australia and 

Canada, which are relatively unaffected by political conditions. 
" ......... ...... ... ....... ........ ............ .......... .... .............. " ...... . . 
[ Notes I 0 uranium ?7/ 

Exercise 2 ~JtO)J;f;J3'~~-?~2i!tt,~J1 T ~- ~t.>fc!::t, ':tO)t;t F ~-~.i\:hfc!::~(, '0 
CD Nuclear power generation does not contaminate air. 

® Uranium prices can change frequently because of weather conditions. 
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However, nuclear power generation involves 

huge risks. When emergency situations such as 

a meltdown and radiation leakage happen, they . 

can have devastati ng effects on humans and 

the environment. The Chernobyl explosion, for 
~~~ example, seriously contaminated about 100,000 ......,.,,--:~~~~ 

km2 of land, causing extensive damage to the area. .il!JIItl!A 
Abandoned city near Chernobyl area, Kiev region, Ukraine 

Even with regular operations, it produces high-level 

radioactive waste. Due to its extremely long half-life, waste even poses threats to future 

generations. So far, long-term, environmentally safe management of the waste has not yet 

been established. Another threat is the misuse of the technology. If it is used to create 

weapons, countless innocent people may die. · 

I Notes I 0 meltdown :IP'i:>~iii~ 0 devastating ~;~IY-]1J: 0 half-life *;~M 

Exercise 3 ~3ta:>i1'J3'~~-?~2i!!H~'~ T ~- ~btc.::l. '-ba:>'~ F ~-~Antc.::~l. ' · 

CD Nuclear power can pose a big threat to us in a number of ways. ( ) 

@ It took a long time to discover a completely safe way to dispose of radioactive waste. 

( ) 

Following the Fukushima meltdown, policies on nuclear power, once viewed as a 

CD promising energy source, have been under review in many countries. Germany and 

Switzerland have decided to abandon it within the next few decades. Italians voted against 

nuclear power plants in a national poll. Nevertheless, global dependency on nuclear 

energy is expected to grow as emerging countries such as China, India, and Vietnam 

are promoting it to meet their energy needs for future economic growth. According to 

a survey conducted in 2012, there were about 430 commercial reactors in 31 countries, 

which provided® approximately 13.5 percent of the world's electricity. 

I Notes I 0 under review f!}~~'fl-r 0 emerging country *fiWOO 

• 
Exercise 4 -flUIKD®C:(~(if~L;;~"*~~9!t!~a~ a-d J:~Jil!V:fc.::~l.'. 

CD a. definite 

@ a. accur_iitely 

b. hoping 

b. appropriately 

c. potential 

c. generally 

d. satisfactory 

d. roughly 
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Clean Energy or Potential Threat? 

Listen to Model Opinions 
Should nuclear power generation be restored in Japan? (B:<$=,;tl*T-1J~~~fil8~it~""~ 
tJ)) ':-::>~ \""(, J..~l' 4 .A.O)-t7Jv::tt:".::::t/~I*J~, ~f4l~~&f)~~~ '· 

-
Definitely yes. I think nuclear power 

------- is needed in Japan. As a nation 
poor in energy resources, Japan will suffer financially 
even more without it. Surging costs 
are already hurting the economy. -

Bernard from France 

It should be restored. The reality is that we need 

electricity to maintain our convenient lifestyles, but we 

also need it to slow global . Nuclear 

energy is the only we have now. ---- - --

Yosuke from Japan -
I don't think so. Germany decided to it. -------
You can follow suit. At least, Japan should begin a 

phase-out plan. I am sure other energy - ------

., 

sources will be more easily available in the future. 

------------__......;;--=""') 
Pascal from Germany 

Definitely not. We should abandon it. Nuclear power 
plants carry a potential risk of causing --- ---
accidents such as the Fukushima disaster. We should 
develop and promote technologies of alternative energy 

instead. -------

Michiko from Japan 
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Useful Expressions 

1. The reality is that... !Jl~~tc:ti···, ~~O)C:L.-0··· 

The reality is that leaving nuclear power reactors offline alone costs a huge amount of 

money. 

cm•~~~--~~~~~~~~~<~~~t§~~~~~~~~) 

2. follow suit Jfc{JIHctJ: t;?, fiJJ:m0)9J1~~wH.::.Q 

If some countries are successfully able to abandon nuclear power, other countries will 

follow suit. 

c t t.AmJJ;ut~c!1xlJrt ~OOiJ\tfltu.r. t;J; iJ'O)@ll-z tilf> t ~c~1 < c t tt:?? ) 

3. carry a risk of... ···"9.Qfi2:~~·1iit7ffl-"llt\.Q 

Radioactive materials carry a potential risk of causing cancer. 

C~Mtl:!Jo/Jtlti. iJ~Iv~iJ ~~~c -tTM:tE~t'J:fil~t.£~~ t.., ·n,,~) 

Discussi_on 
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